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• Station Commander Gary Kendrew
• Worked for WYFRS 28 years
• Current role is Operational risk manager
• Operational Incidents ,Incident Commander or 

Command structure
• Fire Investigator
• Fire safety (fire engineering manager)
• Training responsible for brigade/national  exercises



• Preparedness
• Joint Working
• Joint exercises
• Testing emergency plans with exercises
• Prevention 
• Questions at the end

Areas that  I will be covering are;



• Management  of Health and Safety Regulations – legal 
obligation to provide a safe workplace.

• Assessment of risks and make relevant information 
available to staff – the whole of West Yorkshire  and cross 
boarder with neighbouring fire services.

• Fire Service Act 2004 – gather information as an aid to 
pre-planning strategy and tactics at incidents.7(2)(d) 
inspections

• Powers of Entry – Section 45 & 46 for obtaining 
information and investigating fires.

• Familiarise with premises, associated risks so that crews 
better prepared when dealing with incidents

• Gather and record information that will assist crews when 
responding to incidents.

Fire Service Responsibilities



How do we determine if the building has a 
Heritage consideration.

• We use the British Listed 
Buildings website

• We have a representative 
who attends the regional 
heritage forum

•  We use intelligence from 
external partners, and 
information gathered during 
the Operational risk Visits







Operational issues



Restricted access to a site or building



WYF&RS 
Command 
Structure

Incident 
Commander
Command 
Support

Sector 
Commanders



How to identify the Incident Commander?

WYF&RS Command Structure

Incident Commander Sector commander

Command support 

Operations Commander 



Increased Fire fighter risk - Rapid fire 
spread

• Fire spread could be 
more rapid than 
expected.

• Fire growth paths may 
be unusual.

• The fire in this listed 
building is reported to 
have engulfed the whole 
building with “alarming 
speed”.





Inner and outer Cordons.

Outer cordon Controlled by Police
Inner cordon Controlled by Fire 
Service



• Compartmentation
• Fire fighting Tactics
• Stop jets
• Acceptance of loss

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwijrOHNharNAhXkCcAKHXa4D9AQjRwIBw&url=http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/scotland/10854401/Glasgow-School-of-Art-fire-Iconic-Mackintosh-library-destroyed.html&psig=AFQjCNF9XVS_isUBXbTH39H8EJ_oTQs-eg&ust=1466079578478737




Legislation which FRAs will need to take account 
of to incorporate heritage matters in their IRMP 
strategy 

• The Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 Sec 6, 7&11
•  Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 
•  The Civil Contingencies Act 2004
•  National Heritage Act (1983) 
• Article 30 – 5e RR(FS)O – An Inspector must consult 

before issuing any enforcement notice to undertake 
works on these buildings without permission.  

• ADB Sec 0.35 – give leeway for Heritage buildings to 
have FS solutions outside the guidance  

• CLG guides have Appendix C for additional information 
relating to heritage buildings.



Fire spread in heritage buildings





Large undivided 
areas and voids 
such as large 
public rooms and 
imposing open 
staircases

Lack of 
compartmentation

Extended travel 
distances.



This duct linked 3 floors to the roof void and 
contained extensive cabling with no fire stopping



Protective measures



Wireless fire alarm systems

• Wireless systems are available that can be used in 
areas of a heritage building where the installation 
of wires is not acceptable or possible.



Fire detection - Beam detection
An end to end system can have the transmitter 
and receiver in separate detector heads



Air Sampling Systems



Fire safety and risk assessment?

• The regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
• This order reforms the law to fire safety in non domestic 

premises.
• The responsible person must make a suitable and sufficient 

assessment of the risks to which relevant persons are exposed 
for the purpose of identifying the general fire precautions he 
needs to take to comply with the requirements and 
prohibitions imposed on him by or under this Order. 

• Historic buildings face the same fire risks and fall within the 
same fire safety legislation as their modern counterparts.

• But were generally constructed long before the introduction 
of current regulations and codes of practice.

• To ensure it survives, our built heritage requires an innovative 
approach that is sympathetic to the need for conservation 
whilst ensuring that the benchmark standards of fire safety 
are achieved.



Fire fighting media – damage limitation



Simultaneous firefighting and salvage operations



Identification and removal of  Heritage/Historical 
items

• Communication
• Identification
• Removal of items
• Place of safety
• Protection of heritage



English Heritage Template for Saving 
Artefacts.



Example of Mobile Data Terminal Information for heritage 
premises

Control Measures
• Good housekeeping
• Priority salvage list. Grab list kept in [location]
• An additional grab list kept at [location]
• CCTV in operation can be viewed from the security office which is 

[location]
Operational Considerations
• Vehicles not to park in front of main doors due to basements 

beneath - park in cobbled area further back
• Fire alarm panel in [location]
• Mains electric shut-off in [location] as shown on plans
• Consider early salvage utilising salvage quick list



Example Salvage Considerations for Heritage 
Premises

In the event of a fire, a separate Sector should be set up to deal with the salvage of 
valuable items.  Additional crews should be requested specifically for this purpose.  
Many of the items within the premises are paintings and due to their location on the 
walls will require at least 2 fire-fighters to remove.  The use of Little Giant Ladders will 
be necessary is most circumstances.  In extreme circumstances and to expurgate quick 
removal of paintings, it may also be necessary to cut the canvas from the frames. 

There are also many items of pottery and furniture which will require at least 4 
fire-fighters to carry due to their weight.  Depending on time of day, museum staff will 
be on hand to advise the Sector Commander of the best way to deal with items.  In the 
event of inclement weather, the inflatable shelter (carried on ISU) should be used to 
store items and aid security.

Synopsis of the full grab list, incorporating colour photographs of items, is kept at 
[location].  A brief list forms part of this Risk Template in the event of the full grab list is 
not being available or unable to access.

Most pictures within the house have an identifying number on a brass plate situated 
under the picture.  These are included on the grab list, but are also cross referenced in 
the official guide book, which is available at the main entrance desk. 



Emergency Planning – Heritage PAN 19



Heritage PAN – Contains information on;



CLG guidance – Heritage strategy
• Prevention - stop fires from starting in heritage 

buildings and other structures through advice and 
education

• Protection - application of legislative and technical 
fire safety, specifically targeted at the most at-risk 
heritage buildings and other structures and

• Operational Response – ensure effective and 
efficient emergency planning and operational 
procedures are in place to respond to fires in 
heritage buildings and other structures.



“Will the building survive a fire”
• Assess which room is the highest risk
• Assume that if a fire occurs it may if it has sufficient energy 

consume the whole room
• Assess the amount of combustibles their flammability and how 

close they are to each other
• Other factors are, available ventilation, volume of the room and 

height of the celling and fire rating of elements of the structure
• These will give an indication of how quickly it will reach full room 

involvement 
• A judgement is then made as to the probability of fire spread to 

adjacent rooms, floors or whole building
• The time taken for detection, intervention and firefighting may 

call for remedial action.



Preparedness/testing emergency 
planning with exercises.

• Test and scrutinise your contingency plans 
• Determine what elements you want to test
• Evaluation and amend your contingency plans accordingly
• Keep testing your plans especially following significant 

changes
• Engage with your local FRS



Determine what you want to test:
 
• Evaluation of the grab pack
• Identification of high value items, 
• To test removal of items safely,
• To establish if the arrangements for relocation of 

items on a temporary basis works,
• To test business continuity plans,
• Testing and evaluation of equipment's suitability,
• To develop joint working with Emergency 

services,

Preparedness/testing emergency 
planning with exercises.



Any Questions?


